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Make your
own wrapping
paper with
citrus stamps
ClemenGold® fruit is not only a delicious
snack but can be used in a fun and new
way to create arts and crafts. Everyone
can create custom wrapping paper or art
pieces. All you need is ClemenGold® fruit,
paper and paint.

Start by peeling your ClemenGold® fruit.

Use the whole mandarin, dip it in paint
and create a beautiful floral print.

Start dividing the fruit into segments,
dip it in paint and get a curve pattern.

For this fun polka dot print, cut a mandarin into
two halves and use the fruit side to dip into
some paint and create your pattern .
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Flour based
play dough
with citrus
aroma
We’ve tested this recipe and it is super easy
– the dough is smooth, non-toxic and lovely
for little hands. It does not stain and lasts
±3 months. If you’re able to add a drop or
two of citrus essential oil, playtime would
be a truly multi-sensual experience.
Ingredients:
1 cup flour
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1/3 cup salt (this helps to keep it from being
sticky and also helps preserve it)
1 cup water
1 tablespoon cooking oil
Food colouring of choice
A few drops of citrus essential oil (optional)
Instructions
In a medium saucepan, mix the flour, cream
of tartar and salt. Then add water and oil.
Turn the stove plate to medium/low and
stir. It will be a little lumpy at first. Before it
starts to get thick (be ready – this happens
quickly), add whatever food colouring
you want. Keep stirring until it thickens
(anywhere from 30 seconds to 2 minutes)
and keep scraping it away from the bottom
of the pot. Once you notice the dough is no

longer wet, remove from the pot and allow
to cool. Knead for a few seconds and store
in a zip-lock bag or airtight container in the
fridge. If it dries out a bit, add a few drops
of water and knead again.
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Painting with
Rooibos tea
Brew a cup of Rooibos tea, let it cool down
for an hour. Use it as a watercolour paint.
A stronger tea mixture will be a more
pigmented paint. Lighten the colour
by adding water.

Ideas
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Stick the fruit
stickers on
the right spaces
on the fruits
The ClemenGold® fruit stickers are our symbol
of consistent quality and the good news, they
are Home Compostable. That means they can
go into the compost bin with the peels!
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Stick the fruit
stickers on
the right spaces
on the picture
The LemonGold® fruit stickers are our symbol
of consistent quality and the good news, they
are Home Compostable. That means they can
go into the compost bin with the peels!

